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Chapter 5321 

Regarding the video about buying a house in Townsend One, Ito Nanaeko had no intention of hiding it 

from Ye Chen from the very beginning. 

Her only small thought was to come to Jinling in advance to give Ye Chen a little surprise, and as for the 

purchase of the house, she preferred to tell Ye Chen openly and honestly. Ito 

Ye Chen really didn’t expect that Ito Nana-chan had bought a house in Townsend One, so he asked her 

curiously, “When did it happen? Which one did you buy?” 

Ito Nana-chan said with a smile, “I bought the high-rise on the river, the villa has been sold out.” 

Saying that, Ito Nanaeko added, “Actually, I originally wanted to buy a villa that was more classical, but 

Tanaka-san had been here for a few days and hadn’t been able to find a suitable house, so only 

yesterday did I temporarily buy a high-rise in Townsend One.” 

Ye Chen nodded gently and said with a smile, “Then we’ll be neighbours from now on, welcome to settle 

in Jinling.” 

In his heart, he had always regarded Nana Ito as a confidante whose personality and mannerisms best 

suited his temperament. 

Since she had bought a house in Townsend, she would definitely come to Jinling often in the future, 

which was naturally a happy thing for Ye Chen. 

On the other hand, Nanaeko Ito said with a bit of a blush, “I might not come to China too often for the 

time being, the family still has some things to take care of, but if the time is right in the future, I can also 

consider gradually moving my business to China.” 

Ye Chen nodded and said seriously, “It wouldn’t be a bad idea if that was really the case, in the future, 

whether it’s the Ye family or my own business, there are many areas where I can cooperate with the Ito 

family.” 

To Nanaeko Ito, Ye Chen naturally had some preference. 

This was also why, in his heart, he also hoped that Nanaeko Ito could live in Jinling for a long time. 

Moreover, Ito Nanaeko had always been unreserved towards Ye Chen, and since Ye Chen had integrated 

the Su family’s shipping resources and established Ito Shipping, Ito Nanaeko had not only taken out all of 

the Ito family’s shipping resources, but even held the shares of this company for Ye Chen without 

hesitation, and Ye Chen also hoped to find the right opportunity to repay the Ito family in business. 

Ito Nanae was originally worried that her coming to Jinling would not be an inconvenience to Ye Chen, 

but to her surprise, Ye Chen not only wanted her to stay in Jinling, but even wanted her to transfer the 

centre of her business to Jinling, which made her happy, and her plan to shift the focus of her business 

to Jinling was finally on the agenda. 



So, she could not hide the joy in her heart and said, “If Ye Chen Jun is welcome, I will make preparations 

this time when I return.” 

Ye Chen smiled and said, “Of course I welcome you.” 

Ito Nanaeko smiled sweetly and nodded, “Then I will make good plans with Odo-san, but I am afraid that 

it will take at least one or two years to complete a large industry and team, if we want to transfer it to 

Jinling step by step, the first task is to choose a site in Jinling.” 

Ye Chen blandly said: “This is simple, the emperor’s group has a lot of properties in Jinling, before when 

doing the auction of the return spring pills, I also let the Song group step in and develop a lot of 

commercial properties, when the time comes, the Ito family can completely choose from these 

properties, if none of them look good, they can also use them for the time being, at the same time 

cooperate with the official of Jinling, buy a piece of land to build slowly. “ 
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  Ito Nanaeko knew that Ye Chen had made a lot of money from the Spring Festival auction and that 

a large part of it was used for investment and development in Jinling, so she subconsciously asked, “Ye 

Chen-kun, will you still hold the Spring Festival auction next year? If the Hui Chun Dan continues to be 

held, Jinling will definitely be able to attract a large number of top foreign companies to move in, and by 

then, a new financial centre might be created through the Hui Chun Dan!” 

Ye Chen sighed and shook his head, “Next year’s Hui Chun Dan auction is not going to be held for the 

time being.” 

Saying that, Ye Chen added, “In fact, I still have a major problem in my heart that has yet to be solved, if 

I hold the Spring Return Dan Auction again, I am afraid that I will stir up fire, if I continue to hold it, I will 

have to wait until I have solved this problem in my heart.” 

Before he went to America this year, when he held the Spring Return Pill Auction, Ye Chen did not know 

about the existence of the Qing Breaking Society. 

Fortunately, this year’s Hui Chun Dan Auction was held for the first time, and those who got the news 

were mostly those traditional wealthy people in Europe that the old Nordic Queen had helped to fool, 

but the real top tycoons did not appear, and his own great uncle’s coming to the auction at that time 

was only his personal act, not the An Family’s decision. 

Now, Ye Chen had already gotten a feel for the Qing Breaking Society, and knew that this organisation 

was very strong. Moreover, he had killed and captured many dead soldiers and primus inter pares in the 

United States and Northern Europe, so the Qing Breaking Society must be very alert now, and if he held 

another Spring Return Pill auction at such a time, he was afraid that he would not be able to keep a low 

profile even if he wanted to, and it would not be wise to stir up fire. 

Therefore, what Ye Chen had in mind was to put next year’s auction on hold for a while, and then restart 

the auction when he had resolved the Qing Breaking Society, or when the Qing Breaking Society was no 

longer a deadly enemy to him. 

Although Ito Nanaeko knew nothing about the Broken Qing Society, she also heard the caution in Ye 

Chen’s words, so she said without thinking, “Since there are still risks, it’s better not to run it for now.” 



Saying that, Ito Nanaiko remembered something and spoke, “However, since Ye Chen-kun is worried 

about exposure, I do have an idea, I don’t know if it’s feasible ……” 

Ye Chen asked curiously, “What idea? Why don’t you tell us.” 

I think we can give a new approach to the Spring Return Auction, for example, not to advertise it to the 

public for the time being, and not to use the public registration method, but a month or two before it 

starts, the organizer will send invitations privately to those who have participated in the Spring Return 

Auction this year, and invite them to come back for the new year’s auction. All these people have 

already witnessed the miracle of the Spring Return Pill with their own eyes, the Spring Return Pill is no 

longer a secret to them, so inviting them over again this year does not in itself have the argument of 

leaking secrets.” 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment and said with a smile, “Nana-chan, this is a very good idea! Although 

these people have already participated in the Spring Return Pill Auction, the vast majority of them have 

returned empty-handed, and they are definitely looking forward to the next auction, so at that time, if 

they are asked to come back and participate again, they will definitely not refuse.” 

Ito Nanaeko nodded and spoke, “Moreover, these people all know the principle of making a fortune by 

stifling their voices, and know that the greater the competition, the less they hope for themselves, so 

they will definitely not spread the news of the Spring Return Pill everywhere, and the auction will 

definitely be able to be held smoothly.” 
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  Saying that, Ito Nana-chan added, “Since we’ve all adopted the invitation system, if Ye Chenjun has 

a big client that he particularly wants to invite, he just needs to quietly do a good background check on 

him and make sure that he has no relationship with your heartthrob, then you can send him an 

invitation letter to invite him to be there, so that you can also avoid spreading the word.” 

“Good idea.” Ye Chen couldn’t help but praise it, and his heart couldn’t help but think of his great uncle 

An Chongqiu. 

If one followed Ito Nana-chan’s method, even though one knew that one knew that one’s great uncle 

was using a fake identity, when the second Spring Return Dan Auction was held next year, one would 

have to send an invitation to one’s great uncle according to the rules, and at that time, one did not know 

if one’s great uncle would still appear at the Spring Return Dan Auction. 

After all, one had already set the rules for the Spring Return Pill, all successful bidders had to take the 

pill on the spot. 

In that case, even if Great Uncle was invited to attend, he would only be able to bid for himself, and 

given how filial the An family was towards the old man, he would probably give up this opportunity by 

then. 

Thinking of this, Ye Chen wondered if he should open a back door and send an invitation for him to 

come to the auction as well. That way, he would definitely have the strength to bid for the entire Spring 

Return Pill that would be the grand finale, and his physical condition could be greatly improved. 



However, in that case, he would have to earn at least one to two hundred billion dollars from his 

grandfather, and Ye Chen felt that even if he took the money, it was still a bit hot. 

So Ye Chen simply stopped thinking about it and decided to wait until next year when he actually 

decided to start the Spring Return Pill auction before he thought about it. 

The two sisters, Su Zhiyu and Su Ruoli, had been listening silently. At this time, Su Zhiyu’s heart was 

already filled with jealousy, she could see that Ye Chen had a preference for Cai Cai Zi, but she did not 

expect that Cai Cai Zi could also advise Ye Chen. 

Although Su Ruoli was also jealous, she was in a better state of mind than Su Zhiyu. In Su Zhiyu’s heart, 

Ye Chen was her benefactor and her beloved, while in Su Ruoli’s heart, Ye Chen was not only her 

benefactor and beloved, but also her master. 

The reason why she said “master” was because Su Ruoli had decided to be loyal to Ye Chen for the rest 

of her life, so Ye Chen was like an ancient emperor to her, the object of her loyalty. 

It was because of this knowledge that she did not expect any development between herself and Ye 

Chen. 

As the saying goes, without hope, there is no disappointment. 

In this respect, she was much more open-minded than Su Zhiyu. 

Midday. 

Ito Nana-chan put aside the flower arrangement for the time being and said to Ye Chen while everyone 

was taking a lunch break, “Ye Chen-kun, Odo-san is already waiting for your big visit at Tomson Ichiban, 

should we leave now?” 

“Sure.” Ye Chen agreed readily and said, “Take my car.” 

“Good!” Nanae Ito nodded and instructed the maid she had brought with her to go to her hotel room to 

rest first, while she herself took off the apron she had put on when arranging the flowers and prepared 

to go with Ye Chen to meet her father, Yohiko Ito, at her new home. 

At that moment, Chen Zekai came over and said to Ye Chen, “Young master, young master Su will land in 

Jinling in about forty minutes.” 

Su Zhiyu, who hadn’t said much, heard this and hurriedly asked, “Mr Chen, my brother is arriving soon?” 

“Right.” Richard Chen nodded and said, “Landing in forty minutes.” 

Su Zhiyu looked towards Ye Chen and asked with an expectant face, “Mr. Ye, can I pick him up at the 

airport?” 

“Of course you can.” Ye Chen agreed readily and spoke, “You should go to the airport now, and after 

picking him up, go see Auntie Du first, and after noon, I will visit Auntie Du at her home.” 
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When Su Zhiyu heard Ye Chen say that he was going to visit her home, a surge of joy finally came over 

her heart, and then she nodded gratefully and said, “Okay Mr. Ye, then I will first pick up my brother, 

and then wait for you at my mother’s set of mansions.” 

“Good.” Ye Chen nodded slightly and said to Chen Zekai, “Old Chen, make the arrangements, and bring 

Young Master Su to meet Miss Su once he gets off the plane.” 

Without thinking, Chen Zekai said, “Don’t worry Young Master, I will arrange it right away.” 

Ye Chen nodded and then said to Su Zhiyu, “Miss Su should go to the airport first, we’ll see you this 

afternoon.” 

“See you in the afternoon Mr. Ye!” 

After saying goodbye to Ye Chen, Su Zhiyue drove impatiently to the airport. 

Although Su Zhi Fei had chosen to fall back on his grandfather, Su Chengfeng, after his family was in 

danger, Su Zhiyu did not blame him in her heart. 

In fact, Su Zhiyu knew his brother’s character very well. He was not a bad person, but he had been 

spoiled for too many years and was really lacking in commitment. 

If his brother did not show his loyalty to him, he would definitely drive him out of the family and 

completely deprive him of the chance to inherit the Su family in the future. 

This was naturally unacceptable to the spoilt Su Zhi Fei. 

Although Su Zhiyu was not very old, she knew the truth that mountains are easy to change, but nature is 

hard to change, and she could understand why her brother made that choice under those 

circumstances. 

She knew without having to see him that he must have gone through a lot of hardship, so she, as a 

sister, was naturally very distressed. 

Today, Ye Chen was kind enough to let her brother come back, and Su Zhiyu couldn’t wait to see him 

sooner. 

When Su Zhiyu drove to the airport, the plane Su Zhifei was on had already landed. 

Although Su Zhi Fei’s clothes were already ragged and in disrepair, the Ye family had not prepared a 

decent outfit for him, so they had to pick him up for the time being. 

The Ye family’s staff sent Su Zhi Fei straight out of the airport to meet Su Zhiyu, thanks to the 

coordination of Richard Chen. 

At this moment, Su Zhiyu parked her car at the roadside and sat in it, waiting anxiously. When she saw 

several staff members, surrounded by a man like a beggar, walking out of the airport quickly, she 

immediately recognised her brother. 

She didn’t care to feel sad for her brother’s miserable image, she hurriedly pushed open the car door 

and greeted him, choking back a sob and shouted, “Brother!” 



When Su Zhi Fei looked at the sound of the voice and saw that it was Su Zhiyu, tears instantly came to 

her eyes. 

At this moment, Su Zhiyu had already dashed to him, ignoring his dirty appearance, hugged him and 

cried, “Brother! You’ve finally come back ……” 

Su Zhi Fei also couldn’t help but cry out, and said with a bit of panic and inferiority complex, “Zhiyu, 

brother is too dirty ……” 

“It’s okay ……” Su Zhiyu shook her head and cried, “Brother, you’ve suffered for the past six months ……” 

Su Zhi Fei sighed and said with a pious face, “I haven’t suffered anything, it’s just that whenever I think 

of you and mum, I feel very guilty in my heart and have been unable to forgive myself ……” 

Su Zhiyang hurriedly said with relief, “Those things are all in the past, brother, you should not mention 

them again, both mum and I also understand you very well, mum is not angry with you either, and I am 

not angry with you either.” 
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  She wiped her tears and said, “Brother, you’re waiting at home, let’s go back!” 

Su Zhifei said with some urgency, “Zhiyu …… it’s not good for mum to see me like this …… why don’t I 

find a place to take a shower first and then change my clothes… …” 

“No need.” Su Zhiyu shook her head, “A full set of change of clothes, mum has already prepared for you, 

and also prepared a razor for you, you should hurry back with me ……” 

Su Zhi Fei was surprised and asked, “Mom knew that Mr. Ye would let me come back today? Is it 

possible that Ma went to beg Mr. Ye?” 

“No.” Su Zhiyu shook her head and explained, “I was talking to mum yesterday about wanting to beg Mr. 

Ye today to see if he would be willing to temporarily let you come back for dad’s wedding, and mum said 

that as long as I asked, Mr. Ye would definitely say yes, so I bought all these things for you in advance 

yesterday afternoon.” 

Su Zhi Fei faintly froze, then nodded and sighed, “It seems that mum guessed that Mr. Ye would be open 

to my net ……” 

Su Zhiyu nodded and hurriedly urged, “Brother, let’s get in the car and talk about it, don’t make mum 

too anxious to wait.” 

Saying that, Su Zhiyu thanked the Ye family men who were accompanying her and led her brother to her 

car. 

Looking at Su Zhiyu’s clean and tidy Volvo sedan, Su Zhifei said with some formality, “Zhiyu, brother is 

dirty and smelly, he will definitely get your car dirty ……” 

Su Zhiyu pulled open the car door and pushed him inside, saying seriously, “Brother, we are blood 

brother and sister, no car is more important than you.” 

After saying that, she hurried back to the driver’s seat and drove away from the airport. 



On the road, Su Zhiyu asked him, “Brother, how was your journey? Tired?” 

“Not tired.” Su Zhi Fei shook his head and said seriously, “At the beginning, I felt very tired, I hated the 

way I was exhausted every day, but then I quickly adapted to it, to be honest, with the sudden 

interruption, I myself was a bit uncomfortable, this whole journey on the plane just now was quite 

torturous.” 

Su Zhiyu couldn’t help but be a little surprised, he didn’t expect his brother, who had always been 

pampered, to be able to adapt to such a gruelling pilgrimage. 

Su Zhi Fei continued, “I used to not be able to stick to anything, sometimes I thought smoking was really 

hard on my respiratory tract and wanted to quit but it was hard to stick to it for a morning; sometimes I 

wanted to go to the gym on a whim, but I gave up before I lasted two days; sometimes I wanted to settle 

down and learn something useful for myself, but none of it was I’ve never really stuck with it. ……” 

The first few days of the pilgrimage were not that difficult, but only the first few days, and as long as the 

first few days of the pilgrimage, it would not be that difficult. I’ve gradually adapted to it, and I’ve also 

quit smoking, and I’ve kept going every day without any distractions, and my whole physical and 

spiritual state is much better. 

Su Zhiyu was dumbfounded as she listened. 

She had never dreamed that her lazy, foppy brother had undergone a transformative change after these 

six months of training. 

The uneducated, arrogant and domineering young man had quickly faded away, and in his place was a 

humble and resolute man. 

This suddenly brought a little more relief and joy to her heart, which was still a little sad! 
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The old town of Jinling. 

The mansion that Ye Chen had lived in with his parents when he was young is now brand new. 

Du Haiqing, the mother of the two Su siblings, has put a lot of effort into renovating and rebuilding the 

old mansion bit by bit, and although everything still looks the same as it did back then, it is as if time has 

been taken back 20 years. 

During the time she lived here, Du Haiqing lived a relaxed life every day, reading books, drinking tea, 

practising calligraphy and patiently tending to the flowers and trees in the courtyard. 

During this period of time, Su Zhi Fei had been on a pilgrimage and Su Zhi Yu was often on the move for 

work, so she rarely had time to come back to spend with her, but for Du Haiqing, this solitary life was 

incredibly satisfying. 

Although she was also worried about Su Zhi Fei, she also knew that this was Ye Chen’s punishment for 

him, and that Ye Chen would not spare him lightly, but would also make sure that he was safe. 



This was not a judgement based on her knowledge of Ye Chen, but on her knowledge of Ye Chen’s 

father, Ye Changyang. 

Although he was a thunderbolt, he would also be kind and gentle, leaving no room for his real enemies, 

and would leave a chance for those who did not deserve to die. 

Her son had travelled a long way to the Da Zhao Monastery and was inevitably in danger, but it was 

because of her knowledge of Ye Chang Ying that she was convinced that Ye Chen would let her son 

return alive. 

And she was indeed correct in guessing that although Ye Chen was iron-handed and unforgiving when 

he told Su Zhi Fei to make the pilgrimage to the Da Zhaosi Temple, he had still instructed the Ye family to 

protect him secretly. 

And there was one more thing she had not guessed wrong, and that was that when she heard her 

daughter talk about wanting to beg Ye Chen to let her brother come back for her father’s wedding, she 

was convinced with certainty that Ye Chen would not refuse. 

At this moment, she was already prepared, with a change of clothes, a set of toiletries, a jar of warm 

water and a table of food, waiting for Su Zhi Fei’s arrival at home. 

Although she had always been calm in her heart, when she heard the sound of brakes outside her door, 

she pushed the door open with some difficulty to hide her excitement and ran out. 

Outside the door, Su Zhiyu’s car had just pulled up and the two siblings stepped out of the car together. 

Through the ironwork courtyard door, the moment Su Zhi Fei saw her mother, tears rolled down her 

face again. 

Du Haiqing couldn’t help but have red eyes too. 

Su Zhi Fei pushed open the door and stepped in front of his mother, suddenly kneeling down on both 

knees and crying, “Mom …… Zhi Fei was wrong!” 

Du Haiqing was still distressed by her son’s despondent appearance, but when she saw her son suddenly 

kneel down and admit his mistake, she was also involuntarily stunned, and then hurriedly pulled him up, 

choking on her words, “Get up, you’re right, and mum never blamed you ……” 

The decision of Su Zhifei back then, Du Haiqing’s point of view, the same as his daughter Su Zhiyu. 

The luxury family is comparable to the ancient palace, Su Zhi Fei also did not plot against his mother and 

sister, but only stood against them for self-preservation and for the future, which is completely 

understandable and even tolerated. 

This is completely understandable and even tolerable. In ancient and modern times, they have seen 

many members of the royal family and sons of powerful families fight against each other because of 

their interests. 
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  At this moment, Su Zhi Fei was still kneeling on the ground, with tears streaming down his face, but 

he said in a loud and firm voice, “Zhi Fei has no regard for the life and death of his mother and sister, but 

only wants his own future, this is unkind and unrighteous, disloyal and unfilial!” 

Du Haiqing said seriously, “I can understand what you are saying, you can’t help yourself. 

But Su Zhi Fei continued in a loud voice: “Wrong is wrong! All these excuses are just excuses! I could 

have chosen to stand with Mum and my sister, I could have chosen to seek justice for you, but I chose to 

put your lives and deaths at risk and only pursued my own interests, that was wrong!” 

The fact that you can now realize where you were wrong is already a great relief to mum, and knowing 

what is right and wrong makes you worthy of your name.” 

The three of us can have a good chat about family life.” 

Su Zhiyu, who was at the side, also came forward and said, “Yes, brother, it’s not easy for you to come 

back this time, so spend more time with your mother, it’s better than kneeling here.” 

Only then did Su Zhi Fei wipe his tears, stand up, follow his mother and enter this old mansion where Ye 

Chen had lived when he was young. 

Du Haiqing took him straight to the bathroom, where the bathtub was already filled with water, and the 

toiletries as well as Jubilee’s clothes were neatly laid out just to the side. 

Du Haiqing said to him, “Zhi Fei, mum has prepared new clothes for you, as well as toiletries and a razor, 

but not something for you to cut your hair, I see that your hair is quite long, why don’t you go out to a 

barber shop this afternoon and get a good cut?” 

Su Zhi Fei shook his head and said, “I want to grow my hair for three years, and it’s only six months 

now.” 

“Three years of hair growth?” Du Haiqing said in surprise, “Boys shouldn’t grow their hair too long, not 

to mention the difficult conditions you’ve had all this way, it’s not easy to take care of your hair.” 

Su Zhi Fei said seriously, “Mom, last month, I met a couple on the road who, like me, were going on a 

pilgrimage to Da Zhao Monastery. I heard them talk about the suffering of their son before he died, and 

I felt so bad that I wanted to grow my hair and shave it off after three years to make wigs for the 

children who had lost their hair to chemotherapy. …” 

Du Haiqing’s eyes were instantly filled with tears, she really did not expect that this son of hers would 

have such a big change, she had raised this son for more than 20 years, she had imagined that her son 

might not achieve anything in his life, she had also imagined that he might make a career in the market, 

but she had never thought that this son of hers could say such words in his life. 

Su Zhiyu, who was standing at the door, was also in tears at this moment. 

She then spoke up, “Brother, why don’t I donate some money and set up a charity fund in your name, 

specifically to help those children who have leukemia ……” 

Su Zhi Fei turned his head to look at her and smiled, “Zhiyu, of course it’s fine for you to do good deeds, 

but don’t use my name, I can’t afford it.” 



Saying that, he added with a sigh, “After I arrive at Dazhao Monastery and complete my salvation, I will 

do what I can to do something for them personally.” 

Su Zhiyu couldn’t help but ask, “Brother, I’m afraid it will take you another year to reach the Da Zhaosi 

Temple, right?” 

Su Zhi Fei laughed, “If I could get there a little faster each day than the day before, I might arrive in eight 

months!” 
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“Eight months?” 

Su Zhiyu exclaimed, “If we want to reach the Da Zhao Monastery in eight months, wouldn’t we have to 

travel at least eight or nine kilometres a day?” 

Su Zhi Fei nodded and said, “Eight or nine kilometres is a guarantee, and if you are in good condition and 

the weather is good you will have to travel more, so that you can have time to stop for a while longer 

when you pass by those majestic natural scenery.” 

Su Zhiyu couldn’t help but feel a sense of pain, but Du Haiqing turned to her and said, “Zhiyu, your 

brother is taking a good bath, so let’s not disturb him.” 

Su Zhiyu nodded gently and said to Su Zhifei, “Brother, then you take a good bath first, we will wait for 

you outside.” 

Su Zhi Fei answered, and when Su Zhiyu closed the bathroom door, he took off his tattered clothes and 

prepared to take a good bath. 

But standing in front of the bathtub, looking at the clear warm water inside, he hesitated slightly, but 

took his dirty clothes and went to the side shower. 

He first put his dirty clothes on the floor, then turned on the shower and rinsed them off before starting 

to wash the dirt off his body a little. 

Su Zhiyu and her mother, Du Haiqing, had already arrived at the dining room. Both mother and daughter 

looked at each other and could see the complicated look in each other’s eyes. 

After a few moments of silence, Su Zhiyu was the first to speak: “Mom …… brother has really changed so 

much in these six months …… a lot of words came out of his mouth, I couldn’t believe he was really him, 

it was as if another soul had taken the place of his body the same ……” 

Du Haiqing smiled faintly and could not conceal his gratification, “I have told you before that everything 

in this world has its own destiny, although your brother has been a fop for the first 20 years or so, but 

nowadays it seems that his fate is to cleanse his heart.” 

I don’t know exactly what that change will be, but I believe it will be something that will make him a 

better person.” 



Su Zhiyu nodded gently and sighed, “It seems that brother’s hardships along the way have not been in 

vain, and if he has been able to follow the right path since then, then he really has to thank Mr. Ye’s 

thunderous methods ……” 

Du Haiqing said approvingly, “There are times when people just need to break and then stand, it’s just 

that some people grow up spoiled and too well protected, the people around him don’t want him to go 

through that process of breaking, so they do have to thank Ye Chen.” 

Su Zhiyu was busy saying, “Oh yes mum, Mr. Ye said that he would come over to visit after lunch.” 

Du Haiqing was slightly stunned and subconsciously asked her, “Ye Chen is coming?” 

“Right.” Su Zhiyu nodded. 

“Good.” Du Haiqing smiled and said, “Just in time to say thank you to him in person!” 

…… 

On the other side. 

Ye Chen drove his old husband’s BMW 530 and drove Ito Nana-chan to Townsend One. 

The houses in Tangchen Yipin were divided into two areas, the villa and the high rise. In the villa area, 

cars could drive directly into the ground, but in the high rise area, considering the relatively dense 

population, so the developer had made a pedestrian and vehicle separation, Ye Chen could only drive his 

car to the underground garage. 

Just as he drove into the underground garage, Liu Manqiong happened to take the lift and came out of 

the lift lobby of the underground garage. 

Outside the lift lobby at this moment, an imported seven-seater nanny car was already waiting here. 

Sitting in the driver’s seat of the car was Sister Xian, the housekeeper of the Purple Mountain Villa, while 

sitting in the first class seat on the left side of the second row was Lin Wan’er, an eighteen year old 

ancient style girl. 

The second and third rows of the nanny car were affixed with extremely deep one-way privacy films, so 

that the interior could not be seen from the outside at all. 

The reason why the two of them had come to Townsend One was because they had just accompanied 

Liu Manqiong in the morning, to sign the contract at Jinling University, and were originally going to go 

straight back to Zijinshanzhuang for lunch with Liu Manqiong. 

But Liu Manqiong had taken a huge pile of contracts, information, documents, work badges, access 

cards and many customised stationery from Jinling University because she had collected them in a 

messy way at Jinling University. 

There was no need for her to bring so much stuff back to Hong Kong Island, as it would not only be 

troublesome but also easy to lose and forget, so she suggested that Sister Xian should drive to 

Townsend First first and she should store all these things in her new room here. 
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  Lin Wan’er originally wanted to get on good terms with Liu Manqiong, so she offered to accompany 

her to Golden University to sign the contract, but she didn’t expect that Liu Manqiong would come to 

Tomson Yipin after signing the contract. 

Although Lin Wan’er had come to Jinling just to find Ye Chen, she was not ready to meet him at the 

moment, so she was not willing to come to Tangchen Yipin. 

Fortunately, the back of this nanny car was very private, so she sat in the car on the pretext of not 

feeling well and waited for Liu Manqiong to come down. 

When Liu Manqiong got out of the lift lobby, Sister Xian opened the electric sliding door on the right side 

of the back row. Liu Manqiong stepped into the car and said to the two of them with a smile, “Sorry for 

keeping you waiting, let’s go.” 

Lin Wan’er breathed a sigh of relief and said with a smile, “It wasn’t that long, it was only five or six 

minutes.” 

Liu Manqiong nodded and asked her with concern, “But didn’t you have a stomachache just now? How 

are you feeling now?” 

Lin Wan’er busily said, “I feel better already, nothing should happen.” 

Liu Manqiong laughed, “Maybe your period is coming soon, what is your usual period date?” 

Lin Wan’er said slightly embarrassed, “The one I have …… pretty much starts on these two days of every 

month ……” 

“No wonder.” Liu Manqiong, with the look of a person who has come over, said with a smile, “Make sure 

to drink more hot water today to avoid catching a cold, and also avoid strenuous exercise.” 

“Okay, okay.” Lin Wan’er hastily replied twice, and then said to Sister Xian, “Sister Xian let’s go back 

quickly, I’m already hungry.” 

Sister Xian nodded and smiled, “It will only take us ten minutes to go back, we can eat when we get 

home.” 

Saying that, she started the nanny car and prepared to drive out of the basement. 

At this time, Ye Chen had already parked the BMW he was driving in an empty parking space not far in 

front of the nanny car. Since Tanaka Koichi had not bothered to buy a title parking space when he 

bought the house, Ye Chen could only park his car in the temporary parking area specially set aside by 

the property. 

The biggest drawback of the temporary parking area was that it was generally far away from the lift 

entrance. 

So once he had parked his car he joined Nanaiko Ito and followed the signs in the garage to find the 

location of the lift lobby. 

Ye Chen had lived in Townsend First for such a long time, but today was the first time he went to an 

underground garage in a high-rise area. As for Nanaiko Ito, who was beside him, it was the first time she 



had even been to Townsend First, so neither of them was familiar with the route, so they could only 

follow the address sent by Koichi Tanaka and look for the building number as indicated. 

As the two walked side by side head on towards the lift lobby, they happened to come face to face with 

the nanny car driven by Sister Xian. 

The car was very dark, making it impossible to see inside, but the view from inside to outside was very 

clear. 

Liu Manqiong saw Ye Chen and his sidekick, Ito Nanae, at first glance, and since she had never dreamed 

of meeting him by chance, she gave a startled cry. 

Lin Wan’er was just relieved that Sister Xian was driving away, but she was surprised by Liu Manqiong’s 

sudden cry of alarm, which startled her, who had been on edge all along. 

She was about to ask Liu Manqiong what was wrong, but the next moment she looked in the direction of 

Liu Manqiong’s gaze and also saw Ye Chen walking alongside Ito Nana-chan. 

In this instant, Lin Wan’er’s expression was incomparably shocked and she immediately closed her 

mouth, then subconsciously covered her mouth and nose with both hands for fear of being discovered 

by Ye Chen. 

Her subconscious mind felt that she could not, no matter what, let Ye Chen discover her. 

And at that moment, Sister Xian had already driven past Ye Chen, and outside the car, Ye Chen 

subconsciously pulled a handful of Cai Cai Zi and told her to hide behind herself so that she would not be 

touched by the car. 

This thoughtful little gesture of his made it clear to both women in the nanny car. 

At this moment, Sister Xian subconsciously asked, “Miss Liu, are you all right?” 

Liu Manqiong subconsciously shook her head, and while she couldn’t control looking back at Ye Chen’s 

back, she whispered less naturally, “Sister Xian, drive quickly, I’m hungry too ……” 

At this moment, Ye Chen, who was side by side with Ito Nanaiko, suddenly felt a strong beating in his 

pocket again, he subconsciously covered his trouser pocket with his hand, frowned slightly and thought 

to himself, “Strange, why is this damn ring twitching again?” 

Chapter 5330 

Ito Nanaeko originally followed behind Ye Chen, when she saw Ye Chen suddenly stop and frown, she 

hurriedly asked him, “Ye Chen-kun, what’s wrong with you?” 

Ye Chen said with a confused expression, “I don’t know ……” 

Saying that, he subconsciously pulled out the ring. 

When this thing was between his two fingers, it was still shaking like a Parkinson’s patient, but when Ye 

Chen took it out, it gradually returned to calm and became motionless again. 



Ye Chen was even more puzzled and wondered, “What the hell are you smoking? Are you hungry again? 

Trying to cheat Laozi’s aura again?” 

When Ito Nanaeko saw him looking at the ring in his hand with a puzzled face, she couldn’t help but ask 

again, “Ye Chen-kun, what’s so special about this ring?” 

Ye Chen came back to his senses and casually laughed, “Nothing special, it’s just that I picked up such a 

broken thing in the walkway earlier, and now I’ve been hesitating whether to throw it away.” 

Ito Nana-chan pursed her lips and guffawed, “Then why don’t you give it to the police, you can still 

collect the lost and found, and maybe you can even find its original owner.” 

Ye Chen suddenly remembered the girl he had inadvertently saved in Northern Europe, smiled and 

casually said, “Its owner should not remember it anymore.” 

After saying that, he put it back into his pocket and said to Nana-chan, “Forget about it, let’s go, that lift 

hall in front of us is the building number that Mr. Tanaka sent.” 

By now, Sister Xian was driving the nanny car out of the basement. 

The moment the car pulled out of the basement and the sun shone through the front glass, the two 

women in the back row let out a long breath at the same time, saying in their hearts, “That was close! 

Both of them were nervous because they had suddenly seen Ye Chen just now, but the difference was 

that Lin Wan’er had completely relaxed by now, but Liu Manqiong’s heart was more or less sour. 

She didn’t know who the woman walking beside Ye Chen just now really was, but he subconsciously 

thought that that woman should be Ye Chen’s wife. 

And Ito Nanaeko’s beauty and temperament were almost invincible among Asian women in general. 

If it is said that Lin Wan’er has the most authentic Chinese classical beauty, then Ito Nanaeko’s body 

everywhere embodies the special kind of Japanese Yamato Nadeshiko’s intellectual and submissive 

beauty to the fullest. 

Even though Liu Manqiong was already an absolute leader among the new generation of young women 

on Hong Kong Island, she still could not help but feel inferior in front of Nadeshiko Ito. 

At the thought that Ye Chen’s wife was so outstanding, she naturally felt a little uncomfortable in her 

heart. 

And Lin Wan’er, who was at the side, took in her performance and the subtle changes in her expression. 

When the car had not come out of the basement just now, she had not dared to speak because she 

knew that Ye Chen possessed aura and her senses must be very strong, and was afraid that she would 

be overheard by Ye Chen if she spoke. 

However, now that the car had come out, she completely put her mind at ease, so she deliberately 

flirted with Liu Manqiong and said, “Sister Manqiong, what’s wrong with you? You’re still fine, why do 

you suddenly seem to be not looking well?” 

Liu Manqiong hurriedly said, “Yes? Maybe …… maybe I’m just too hungry ……” 



Lin Wan’er deliberately teased her, “I thought you were moved by looking at that handsome guy outside 

the car just now!” 

“Ah?!” Liu Manqiong’s heart beat too fast in shock and said in a hurry, “Which …… how could it be …… I 

didn’t even pay attention to see where there was a handsome guy …… “ 

 


